




“Mistakes are 
proof that you are 

trying.”



The Congressman is opposed with the new 

trade deal: he will never support it.

HOMEWORK

Find the error





VOCABULARY

CHAPERONE

Meaning : One who accompanies and 

supervises young people

Synonyms : Companion , Protector

Sentence : Parents chaperone the children at 

the school dance. 



ERROR 

DETECTION





Intelligence is a trait (A) / that is actually quite difficult to (B) / measure, 

despite much (C) /different attempts to do so. / No error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 3

In Part C , Replace ‘much’ with ‘many’

"much" indicates a great amount, but not a large count, and should be used for 

singular nouns.



Highway construction (A) / involves a great deal of (B) / planning, as it can 

(C) / be quite unpredictably.(D)/ No Error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 4

In Part D , Replace ‘unpredictably’ with ‘unpredictable’

It describes a noun and should be an adjective



Just as animals (A) / run when frightened, (B) / humans often 

have a strongly desire (C) / to flee when panicked.(D) / No error 

(E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 3

In Part C, Use ‘strong’ instead of ‘strongly’. This needs to be turned 

into an adjective to appropriately describe "desire." 



Under normal circumstances,(A)/ the family would have (B) / never 

driven up to the (C) / frighteningly looking motel. (D) / No error(E) 

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 4

In Part D, Use ‘Frightening’ in place of ‘Frighteningly’ it is an adverb being 

used to describe a gerund, or a verb that takes the form of a noun, in 

"looking." Gerunds need to be modified with an adjective.



Few people (A) / will ever remember (B) / too many detail from (C) / 

their early childhood./ No error (E).

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 3

In Part C, ‘many’ should be replaced with ‘much’. The two words "many" 

and "much" mean the same thing, "a lot of,



Until you completely (A) / comprehend the message of the (B) / author’s 

first novel, you will not (C) / appreciate the equal poignant sequel.(D)/ No 

Error (E).

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 4

In Part D, Replace ‘equal’ with ‘equally’ It is a future-tense independent clause 

with the appropriate adverb form of "equally.



Certain scientific (A) / theories were actually(B) / developed by two (C) / 

researchers simultaneous.(D) / No Error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 4

In Part D, Replace ‘simultaneous’ with ‘simultaneously’ . the word 

"simultaneous" actually describes the verb "developed," even though it is next to 

the verb "researchers." 



He was a (A) / horribly comedian, and (B) / couldn't make (C) / anyone 

laugh. (D) / No Error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

In Part B , Replace ‘horribly’ with ‘horrible’

The word modifies a noun, "comedian," and should actually be an adjective. 



The non-profit organization (A) /  never had financial issues, (B) / 

as it always handled (C) / its money perfect. (D) /  No Error(E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 4

In Part D , Replace ‘perfect’ with ‘perfectly’. It modifies the verb 

"handled." A verb can only be modified by an adverb,



Even after giving it (A) / thoughtfully consideration, (B) / we are 

unfortunately not able (C) / to accept your application.(D) / No Error(E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

In Part B ,Replace ‘thoughtfully’ with ‘thoughtful’ . it is being used to modify 

the noun "consideration." Adjectives, not adverbs, are used to modify nouns.



Questions abounded in (A) / the inquiry into illegal (B) / payments alleged 

made by the (C) / college to student athletes.(D) / No error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 3

In Part C , Use ‘allegedly’ instead of ‘alleged’. The word "alleged" is modifying 

the word "made," a verb, which needs an adverb to modify it. 



Johny doesn't understand (A) / why Sonya won't talk (B) /  to him, he believes 

they'd (C) / get along great.(D) / No error.(E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 4

In Part D , Replace ‘great’ with ‘well’ the word at the end of the sentence needs to 

describe how Johnny and Sonya would get along. The word is modifying, 

specifically, the verb phrase "get along." Because it's a verb phrase, you must use 

an adverb



I don't understand (A) / how people who train for (B) / the 100 meter dash 

(C) / can move so fast.(D) / No error . (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 4

In Part D Replace ‘fast’ with ‘quickly’ Any time you modify a verb (or, to look 

at it another way, are answering the question "How?" with your modifier) you 

must use an adverb.



The old man usual (A) / took his walk around (B) / the neighborhood at (C) 

/roughly three in the afternoon.(D) / No error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 1

In Part A , Replace ‘usual’ with ‘usually’. it describes the verb "took," which 

means it needs to take an adverb form. 



Marriages are increasing (A) / being delayed among (B) / young adults 

throughout (C) / the nation.(D) / No error(E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 1

In Part A , Replace ‘increasing’ with ‘increasingly’. The word "increasing" in 

the sentence is used to describe the verb phrase "being delayed."



The older gentlemen is (A) / not thinking as rapid as his younger (B) / 

counterpart, but his steady (C) / pace will serve him in the long run.(D)/ No 

error(E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

In Part B , Replace ‘rapid’ with ‘rapidly’ Adjectives describe nouns, and 

adverbs describe verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs. 



My dog is much more (A) / fatly than Paul's dog; (B) / I am not 

good at (C) / policing my dog's diet.(D) / No Error(5)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

In Part B , It would be ‘fatter’. Since Paul's dog is an animal, it is 

also a noun, so an adjective is required. 



The Duke's fatal (A) / error was that he (B) / entered more grand 

(C)/  than the king.(D) / No error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 3

In Part C, Use ‘grandly’



The car was (A) / moving quick—in fact, (B) / it was going so fast (C) /as to 

be wildly unsafe.(D) /No error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 2

In Part B  Use ‘ quickly’ The portion of the sentence is discussing the way in 

which an action was done, an adverb is required rather than an adjective in this 

sentence. 



I feel poor today, (A) / my health has been (B) / steadily declining for (C) / 

the last few years.(D) /No error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Option 1

In Part A Use ‘poorly’. The word "poor" is modifying the word "feel," which is 

a verb. The word "poor", which is an adjective, should be changed into an adverb. 



Much possible explanations for what was 

causing so many marlins to wash ashore had 

been posited, but nobody knew for sure. No 

error

HOMEWORK

Find the error




